Sherlock Holmes (/ ˈʃɜːr lɒk ˈhəʊmz /) is a fictional detective created by British author Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Referring to himself as a “consulting detective” in the stories, Holmes is known for his proficiency with observation, deduction, forensic science, and logical reasoning that borders on the fantastic, which he employs when investigating cases for a wide variety of clients. A series of fourteen films based on Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes stories was released between 1939 and 1946; the British actors Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce played Holmes and Dr. John Watson, respectively. The first two films in the series were produced by 20th Century Fox and released in 1939. The studio stopped making the films after these, but Universal Studios acquired the rights later and the biographer Ormond Sacker (see manuscript in A …
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Sherlock Holmes - The Arthur Conan Doyle Encyclopedia
Sherlock Holmes is a fictional character created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle in 1887. He is an English consulting detective living in London at 221b Baker Street. At first John Watson, respectively. The first two films in the series were produced by 20th Century Fox and released in 1939. The studio stopped making the films after these, but Universal Studios acquired the rights later and the biographer Ormond Sacker (see manuscript in A …

Sherlock Holmes - Wikipedia
Sherlock Holmes (1839–1946) is a fictional character created by British author Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Referring to himself as a “consulting detective” in the stories, Holmes is known for his proficiency with observation, deduction, forensic science, and logical reasoning that borders on the fantastic, which he employs when investigating cases for a wide variety of clients. A series of fourteen films based on Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes stories was released between 1939 and 1946; the British actors Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce played Holmes and Dr. John Watson, respectively. The first two films in the series were produced by 20th Century Fox and released in 1939. The studio stopped making the films after these, but Universal Studios acquired the rights later and the biographer Ormond Sacker (see manuscript in A …

Sherlock Holmes (1839 film series) - Wikipedia
A series of fourteen films based on Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes stories was released between 1939 and 1946; the British actors Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce played Holmes and Dr. John Watson, respectively. The first two films in the series were produced by 20th Century Fox and released in 1939. The studio stopped making the films after these, but Universal Studios acquired the rights later and the biographer Ormond Sacker (see manuscript in A …
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We have remained in right site to start getting this info. acquire the The Sherlock Holmes Encyclopedia a complete guide to the world of the great detective associate that we allow you. Test your powers of observation during a search for clues in the most unexpected places. Help Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson in this exciting adventure! If you love detective stories, adventures, unexpected turns of a plot – this game is for you. Test your powers of observation during a search for clues in the most unexpected places. …